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Orienteering on the Web:
http://northwestoc.tripod.com/nwoc/index.html < North West homepage
by Jill Smithies> Site still under construction, but looking good.
http://members.tripod.com/~auckoc/index.htm <AOC website guru Alistair Stewart>
http://homepages.paradise.net.nz/pebble/orienteering/ <OY results from Keith
Stone>
http://www.maptalk.co.nz/ <up to date Orienteering news courtesy of Fraser Mills>
www.nzorienteering.com <NZOF Homepage: for the definitive answer>
http://communities.msn.co.nz/actionshotz <Rob Crawford’s orienteering and other
sports photos>

Editorial
Time for SportIdent?
There are rumours of a radical cohort of
orienteers who are determined to see our
sport move with the times and have
electronic punching at the 2003 Nationals.
Clubs talked around and about SportIdent for
a while after WMOC 2000 and the conclusion
was that no single club or organisation was
prepared to back the purchase of sufficient
units to cater for a carnival sized event.
The arguments against were two-fold: the
system is arguably labour intensive, and they
are just too expensive. Less convincing
arguments could be that the batteries go flat,
they are affected by cellphones (the
Australian Champs ’01), and cattle are
tempted to eat them.
Well, the sport has moved on overseas, and
there is no sign of a better or cheaper system
on the market. So what should our sport in
NZ do? Continue to use the clippers and
pretend that they are perfectly satisfactory, or

accept that electronic punching is the way it
is done now, and make a financial
commitment.
Perhaps it is time for
orienteering to look for some corporate
sponsorship or receive a grant from the Lion
foundation/lotteries commission.
If it were your club being asked to underwrite
part of the purchase, how would you feel?

Score Event 17 March
Don’t forget the score series is kicking off on
Sunday 17 March at Weiti. Attendance of
close to 200 is expected with about 70
secondary school students being introduced
by Graham Peters and Les Paver.
It’s
something you really don’t want to be left out
of. For those regular orienteers who missed
the series last year, why not try the first
event? Don’t arrive too late!
Look for more details in this edition.
Cover Photo:. The three stooges: Rob Ambler,
Dave Middleton and Terje Moen at the ANZ
Relays. Photo Gay Ambler

Event Calendar
Please call Club Secretaries
confirmation of these details:

for

final

A Auckland. Nicola Kinzett 09 636 6224
http://auckoc.tripod.com/
CM Counties-Manukau. Hilary Isles
09 235 2941
E Egmont. Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468
H Hamilton. Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887
NW North West. Jill Smithies 09 838 7388

P Pinelands.
R Rotorua. Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786
T Taupo. Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus.
Melissa Edwards 09 634 8104
Wh Whangarei. Dick Rankin 09 434 6499
NOS National Orienteering Squad. Rob
Crawford 09 412 9711
Unless otherwise stated, start times are 10
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from 5.30pm to 6.45pm

March
Thurs 14 A
Sun 17 NW

Summer Series* - One Tree Hill / Cornwall Park
Observatory, Manukau Road
Score Series 1 – Weiti (Beez Kneez)
11am mass start (map issue 10.50)
Directions: East Coast Bays Rd, just 10 min north of Oteha Valley Rd
intersection. The closest forest map to central Auckland. Come and
stretch your legs on a great map last used for the score series 2001.
Setter/Controller: Geoff Mead and Paul Gilkison

Sun 24 CM

Waiuku Forest and Maioro

Sat 30 PAPO

National Classic Distance Champs – Pukikai

Sun 31 PAPO

National Short Distance Champs – Tekapo

April
Mon 1 PAPO

National Relay – Craigmore North

Sun 7 NW

Score Series 2 – Slater Road
11am mass start (map issue 10.50)
Setter/Controller: Mark Lawson and Rob Garden
Directions: Follow signs from the Helensville/Parakai roundabout to
Wilson Rd (20 minutes north along South Head Rd), then continue
along to the end of Wilson Rd.

Sun 14 CM

Promotion Event – Maioro

Sun 21 NW

Score Series 3 – Pulpit Rock
11am mass start (map issue 10.50)
Setter/Controller: Mark Lawson and Rob Garden
Access via Muiwai – Gates close at 10 45 and will be closed until after
the prize giving (approx 1230). Please come early.

Sun 28 CM

Promotion Event – Reeves Farm Forest Run

Sun 28 NOS

Woodhill Forest Run
Organised by Phil Wood. Entry forms available soon; includes a half
marathon and mountain bike races.

May
Sun 5 NW

Score Series 4 – Wilson Road (tbc)
11am mass start (map issue 10.50)
Setter/Controller: Gary Farquhar and Neil Kerrison

Sun 5 T
Sun 12 CM

CDOY – Waihora
Promotion Event – Waiuku Forest
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Intermediate Champs

Sun 19 NW

Score Series 5 – Turkey Ridge/Beautiful Hills
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Setter/Controller: Penny Brothers and Lisa Mead

Sun 26 A

Promotion Event – Beautiful Hills

June
1/2/3 NW

Queen’s Birthday 3 Day

Sun 16 CM

OY1

Sun 30 A

OY2

Sausages, cold drinks and chocolate bars available at the event.

* Summer Series Starts 5:30 – 6:45pm Senior $5 Junior $4 Family $14

North West News
February proved to be an
excellent month to hold our AGM
– at least double the turn out that
we have had in the past in
November/December.
Once
again a big thank you to all those who have
served on the committee over the past year,
and especially to Rolf Wagner for his huge
contribution as Treasurer for several years,
and the many other jobs he has done behind
the scenes. He steps down to take on a
larger role with the NZOF.
And welcome to Shaun Collins, who is very
well qualified to take over the role of
treasurer.
Shaun and Madeleine also proposed to
create a NWOC junior squad, made up of all
club members aged between 8 and 18 years
of age. They will offer coaching to this age
group, enabling them to increase their
performance at major events and hope to
foster socialising and camaraderie and a
team feeling for the juniors. There will be
opportunities for other club members to
participate in the training.
This proposal was greeted with enthusiasm
and several club members are already
liaising to provide coaching for large numbers
of secondary school students at the first
score event at Weiti Station on 17 March.
Heavy rain cleared with perfect timing to give
us two warm fine days and a starry (if
moonless) night for our Katoa Po training

weekend.
Wounded Knee and Kaipara
Knolls maps offered challenging courses, with
subtle contours often shrouded by rampant
cutty grass. Accurate navigation was
essential and newcomers to orienteering may
have found the transition from park events to
forest maps quite testing - and hopefully
rewarding!
The night event on Slater Road was great
fun, as we abandoned the haven of the cabin
and tent village and disappeared into pitch
dark forest. Marquita had kindly marked some
of the routes with a torn-up toilet paper trail,
which glowed in the illumination of the head
lamps. It was a bit like Hansel and Gretel
following a trail of bread crumbs to salvation!
More disconcerting to non-farmers were the
myriad eyes glowing in the beam of the
torches when we encountered cattle on the
farmland legs of the course.
Thank you to all the course setters, and to Jill
and Alastair Smithies, who did a great job coordinating the weekend.
People: Mark Lawson competed in the
Kaweka Challenge and placed well to finish
12th in the gruelling one-day event.
Next club meeting: 4B Fairbanks Place,
Glendene, at 7:30pm - Jill Smithies’
Lisa Mead 445 4555

AGM Report
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Thank you to all the north west club members
who helped make the last weekend a
success. The weekend was a great start to
forest orienteering. It was appreciated that
nearly everyone we contacted was willing to
lend a hand.
KATOA PO ALL NIGHT RELAYS
North West has entered one 7 person team
and six 5 person teams. All those who
indicated to Bert that they would go have
been entered. Please pay your event fee to
Bert down at Taupo. The club has agreed to
cover 50% of the cost.
SCORE SERIES EVENT 1
Following on in the tradition of last year's
most enjoyable series, the first event is on
Sunday 17 March on the Weiti map. Mass
start at 11am - map distribution at 10:50am.
You will recall the score events are lots of
fun, a good way to improve your orienteering
and there will be great spot prizes.
THE COMMITTEE FOR 2002
· President Paul Gilkison
· Secretary Jill Smithies
· Treasurer Shaun Collins
· Club Captain Bert Chapman
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· Equipment Andrew Bell
· Librarian Lisa Mead
· Coaching Mark Lawson
· Mapping Mike Beveridge
· Media Liaison Allan Janes
· Promotion/Social Gay Ambler, Mary Moen &
Kathy Farquhar
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2002
Family (2 seniors + juniors) $120
Partners or couples with no children $100
Senior $60
Junior & Students $40
Subscription forms are included in this
newsletter. If you are going to the Nationals
at Easter you will need to pay your sub before
you go.
Jill Smithies
Secretary
North West Orienteering Club
email: smifam@ihug.co.nz
mail: 4B Fairbanks Place, Auckland 1008
phone: (09) 838 7388

Auckland Chatter
Congratulations to Jeff Greenwood who was
second in Course 3 at the
Kaweka Challenge. Simon
Jager is in his first year at
Mt.Roskill Grammar and at
the other end of the Scale
Tim Renton is in his last year
at Auckland Grammar.
A record for recent times... AOC has five
teams entered for the relays at Katoa Po.
Initial planning has started for our campaign
to hold the Nationals 2003, with maps to be
finalised by June at the latest. Setter and
controllers will be approached in the next few
days.... On that note on behalf of the club,
President Ed wishes all club members
travelling south this Easter " Good Luck and
enjoy!"
A gentle reminder... Club membership fees
are due... please send them in promptly to
Christine Jager.

And lastly ... two sagas to end on a lighter
note. One New Zealand Junior team member
showed his dedication for orienteering by
driving for over an hour from Botany Downs
to Unitec (including getting lost on the way).
Unfortunately he only had time to run course
four (8 minutes) before driving back to
Howick for a soccer match. So the
"Dedication beyond reasonable sanity award"
goes to David Stewart.
A New Zealand Team member and coach
was arranging to see another club member at
the Lloyd Elsmore Summer Series Event. The
other club member, with surprise, said he
wouldn't be there. "Why not!" said the club
coach " Because I'm going to the Unitec
event instead! The "Don't do as I say or do"
award goes to Rob Jessop.
Kind regards
Edward
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CMOC Column
Firstly, I would like to
apologise for missing the
deadline for last month’s
magazine, but I promise I
will be more organised
from now on!

behind the winner), and 2nd in the 400m.
Outstanding performance, Ken!

Next, I would like to
congratulate the New Zealand Team on their
resounding thrashing of the Australians in the
ANZ Challenge in Wanganui in January.
Counties-Manukau played our role in this
victory, with 7 CMOCers being in the team.
Congratulations to Martin Peat, Jayne
Shuker, Tania Robinson, Wayne & Patricia
Aspin, and John & Val Robinson on their
outstanding performances. Well done guys,
you did your country (and your club!) proud.
(That is sooo last month…)

Thanks to the Robinsons for organising our
successful summer series again this year,
this is a really great way to introduce
orienteering to our community. This month,
CMOC are holding a promotional event on
24th March in Woodhill Forest including a
new area of farmland on the top. This event
is the weekend before the Nationals,
excellent practice for those wanting to brush
up their skills on an exciting new map.

Congratulations to Ken Greene (M75A) on his
significant achievements at last month’s
Auckland Veteran Athletics Champs. Ken
was placed 1st in the 100m, the broad jump
and the triple jump and high jump, which he
also set Auckland records for. In addition,
Ken also came 2nd in the Javelin (1 cm

If anyone hears of any other CMOCers doing
exciting things please let me know. Any other
interesting snippets are also welcome. (email
natterlie@hotmail.com)

By now, you should all have received your
club information booklet in the mail. Make
sure you all renew your membership
promptly, especially if you wish to compete
for the club this season.
That's all for now, happy 'o'ing!
Natalie Rouse

Auckland Orienteering Association
The AOA is a grouping of the Auckland region’s orienteering clubs that meets about once every
quarter to discuss issues that impact on the calendar, regional resources and consistency. The
presidents of each club hold ex officio membership, and the Secretary/Treasurer is Jill Smithies.
Issues discussed at the 26 February meeting included:
CHH Forest liaison - should the position re rotated between AOC & NWOC
CHH have requested one contact and Rob Garden (NWOC) has been appointed as the AOA
representative. It was agreed that Rob continues in this position.
NWOC reported that although access to the Oatkanini Topu block was stopped from December the
Trust Board have agreed to reconsider this on a case-by-case basis.
OY event fees – it is desirable that clubs charge the same fee for OY events. The recommended
fee is:
Members -

Senior $12
Junior $6

Non Members -

Senior $14
Junior $7
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Family $28

Adventure courses - at the previous meeting it was decided to offer adventure (endurance type)
courses at each of the OY events. A 60 minute yellow/orange course was suggested. Advertising
of these courses needs to be effective if we are to attract participants.
Student membership fees – NWOC reported on the discussion they have had with NZOF about
institutional fees. With the new funding structure NZOF is to review how such a membership is
counted in determining the club levy and what rights such membership would give to members of
the institution. It is felt the student membership through an institution should be at a similar cost to
a single student club membership. We await feedback from the NZOF.
Easter 2003 Carnival – AOC is holding the Nationals on the 19/20/21 April 2003. NWOC is
applying to hold events on 23/25/26/27 April.
Electronic punching – AOC questioned whether the issue of AOA purchasing electronic punching
should be revisited. CMOC have some issues with the durability of the boxes on farmland. It may
be better for one club to own the equipment. Generally there were concerns over money,
management and maintenance. The AOA is happy to discuss this if AOC puts forward a proposal.
Situations Vacant
•

AOA Technical Officer - responsible for overseeing the technical standard of courses for
Auckland events.

•

Manager/Coordinator Auckland Junior Squad

•

Auckland Coaching Coordinator
If you think any of these roles might be something you could help with, please contact your club
President or Jill Smithies.

From the slightly odd files:
Some quotes from recently retired champion
British Orienteer Steve Hale:
Q. …can we expect to see you at the World
Masters?
A. Actually I’ve always been a bit anti-World
Masters. It tends to encourage us crinklies to
devote our time to personal performance when the
sport is crying out for experienced leaders, coaches
and officials.
Q. What’s eating you at the moment?
A. I’m glad you asked me that. Firstly the way
park orienteering / sprint O seems to be going really
gets my goat. I’ve given it a fair chance but the
WOC race in Finland was the final straw. It would
have been suitable for a reasonably talented M12.
Not really the challenge you expect at world
championships. Dumbed down orienteering.
[from a rather incestuous exclusive interview with
Steve Hale by Steve Hale… CompassSport]
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Punch
Lines
Dave Middleton caught in a rather
appropriate position [Photo: Gay
Ambler]

Caption Competition:
Mr Shuker of CMOC.
What can we say?
Comments gleefully
received!

February’s Competition…
Lots of suggestions thanks. I’ll pass them on to Greg. The
winning effort goes to B.R.
“Hey Greg, can I keep the sleeve?”

The latest in orienteering full body cover –
strongly recommended for Wounded Knee and
Kaipara Knolls! [That cutty grass is vicious]
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What’s

9

Seeing the kids having a ball at
the events [Left: Caden Robinson and
friends at the ANZ Challenge – Photo
Gay Ambler]

9

Noting the oldies still remember
how to enjoy themselves too!

Letters
NZ Team Selection
Dear Editor ,
In reply to Jim Barr's final comments as editor
of the NZ Orienteer were he writes "of the
absurdity of selection process of the national
team."
Having been a NZOF Selector for 15 years
(12 as convenor), I can assure your readers

that selection of an A/NZ Challange Team is
a different kettle of fish to the conventional
selecting of the elite team (of any sport for
that matter). Let's look at the logistics of it
back in 1985 before I became convenor. 22
classes of 4 members each plus 1 reserve =
110. Surely no other sport in NZ HAD A
TEAM THIS LARGE! In those days
communication was by phone or letter, a
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mammoth task, and we were expected to
inform them all by phone before publishing
the team! And then we had to deal with the
newly injured, unavailable to travel, and the
EGO hunters who were not available
(unknown to the selectors) but wanted to see
their name in the paper. Not a too difficult
task but a time consuming one, so to speed
things up in 1986, it was decided to take a
different tack and ask people to bend their
pride and fill in an Availability For Selection
form. And this always worked when I was
convenor! But apparently it broke down this
year when several competitors who did not
agree with the system turned up at the A/NZ
Challenge and beat the official team
members (although to be fair to the team,
later runners had it easier with the rain easing
and tracking). Certainly these runners would
have been serious contenders for the NZ
team, but I feel their pride got the better of
them!
Now there is a new selection panel and with
an updated communication system it may
well be time for a change to a new method.
But remember when NZ tours Aust, we have
to notify them of our team classes
composition well ahead of the trials as they
do when orienteering here, so we do need to
know who intends to travel and who doesn't.
Surely the ego hunters don't expect to be
named after declining to travel and then
declining a second time after the team is
announced! Best of luck to the selection
panel, its your call.
Regards Wayne Aspin
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Moray 2003 - 27th July - 2nd
August 2003 – Scotland
I thought I would write to all the clubs in New
Zealand to ask if they could advertise our
event in their Newsletter. Having looked at
the NZ Orienteering List, you seem to have a
lot of Clubs - I wonder whether you could
copy this to some of the others in your area.
We are holding a 6-day international event in
the NE of Scotland, based on the village of
Forres, next year and I hope that lots of
people from New Zealand will come over. I
have seen lots of New Zealanders up in
Aviemore recently at the ski-ing and working
in the area.
Our brochure is to be printed at the end of
May 2002 and I wondered if anyone was
coming over here this year whether they
could take some copies back to hand to those
who do not use the Internet. Our website adr
is found through Scottish Orienteering
Association
www.scottishorienteering.org/moray2003/HTML/index.htm
and the Moravian Club website is also a good
site for showing the area. The terrain for the 6
days is a combination of dunes and forest
beside the coast or inland through forest and
open moor.
If anyone would like to get in touch about
brochures, if you could ask them to get in
touch with me on my Email. However, for the
event itself, there is an address for Moray
2003 on the website - please don't flood me
out with enquiries.
Marion Moir

Wedding News…
The event centre was the biggest pohutukawa in Parnell Rose Gardens and the list of competitors
included a good bunch of Auckland orienteers. The date was the last Saturday in January. The
course was planned by Mark Roberts and Lisa Brooks, with Danny as overall controller.
And the occasion? Mark and Lisa’s wedding!
To spell it out, the bride was Lisa Brooks, the bridegroom was Mark Roberts and the best man was
Daniel Fraser Roberts. Toastmaster was Andy Brewis, with help from Danny.
Mark’s parents had come from Wales, his sister and her husband from England. Lisa’s parents,
sister and aunt came from Brisbane. As well as the swag of Auckland orienteers, there was Jo
Wilson from planet Southland and Peter Hill and his wife Sylvia from Germany.
After the moving ceremony under the pohutukawa tree, we adjourned to their Meadowbank home.
And being Mark and Lisa, there was great food, wine and music (from the Nairobi Trio, which was
a quartet) at the debrief and post-match function. Jill Brewis
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The Auckland Orienteer presents the most recent orienteering wedding –
Lisa Brooks m Mark Roberts, celebrating with Mark’s parents Keith and
Mary, and best man, Daniel Brooks-Roberts. Photo Jill Brewis

Kidz Kontrol!
Hi and welcome to Kidz Kontrol,
I hope there wasn’t too much damage to your house doing last month’s
challenge. This month it’s a little simpler.
If you have anything that you would like to say or tell us about then drop
me a line at 12 Albert Rd Devonport Auckland or email me at
funkstar66@hotmail.com

Sarah

This Month’s Challenge:
The Number – Letter Puzzle. (Figure out what the letters stand for to make sense of the
number). e.g. 26 = L in the A; the answer is Letters in the Alphabet. Answers in the Last
Bits section at the back.
2. 1,001 = A N
3. 12 = S of the Z
1. 39 = I in a M
4. 9 = P in the S S

5. 88 = P K

6. 18 = H on a G C

7. 90 = D in a R A

8. 3 = B M (S H T R)

9. 24 = H in a D

10. 60 = S in a M

11. 64 = S on a C B

12. 212 = D F at which W B

13. 1,000 = W that a P is W

14. 11 = P on a S T

15. 1 = W on a U

*So you think you’re smart and got all of those? What about:
If the answer is 9 W, what was the question?
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Results
NW Cutty Grass and Night Event 2- 3 March 2002
WOUNDED KNEE 2 MARCH 2002
Course 1 RED 8500M
1

Rob Jessop

AOC

65.44

2

Mark Lawson

NW

65.51

3

Brent Edwards

CM

70.01

4

Fraser Mills

AOC

71.52

5

Greg Flynn

WACO

73.35

6

Neil Kerrison

NW

75.44

7

Shaun Collins

NW

92.21

8

Dave Stewart

AOC

95.48

9

Lisa Frith

NW

107.33

Course 2 RED 6990 M
1

Paul Gilkison

NW

70.24

2

Geoff Mead

NW

72.11

3

Stan Foster

NW

72.56

4

Andrew Bell

NW

76.08

5

Alistair Stewart

AOC

81.28

6

Terje Moen

NW

82.22

7

Natalie Rouse

CM

86.52

8

Madeleine Collins

NW

103.21

9

Tim Renton

AOC

125.26

Robin Ambler

NW

DNF

Trevor Murray

NW

DNF

Course 3 RED 4740 M
1

Lisa Mead

NW

49.34

2

Ian Sydenham

AOC

54.31

3

Paul Frith

PAPO

54.52

4

Eric Vertaik

ARGUS NL

59.54

5

Lise Moen

NW

63.26

6

Roel Michels

NW

63.31

7

Phillippa Poole

NW

68.54

8

Terry Nuthall

AOC

70.52

9

Mike Beveridge

NW

74.48

10

John Powell

AOC

79.28

11

Gary Farquhar

NW

82.45

12

Lori O`Brien

NW

86.08

13

Joanna Stewart

AOC

92.30
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14

Peter Godfrey

NW

93.51

15

Jill Smithies

NW

95.14

16

Lisbeth Hornell

NW

96.40

17

Nicola Kinzett

AOC

113.57

Laurie Baxter

NW

DNF

Rae Powell

AOC

DNF

Al Smithies

NW

DNF

Kathy Farquhar

NW

DNF

Asta Wistrand

NW

DNF

AOC

76.38

Course 4 ORANGE 4480 M
1

Simon Jager

2

Paula Al Amudi

120.27

Jane Simmonds

DNF

Malcolm Gawn

DNF

Edward Main

AOC

DNF

Course 5 YELLOW 2370 M
1

Mary-Pat & Mike

21.55

2

Paul & Michelle

27.34

3

Sarah Gilkison

4

Darryn

36.12

5

Raewyn Smith

36.34

6

Sharleen Arnold

36.34

7

D.Eves

AOC

67.44

8

Jacob Copeland

AOC

79.43

NW

34.03

Course 6 WHITE 2400 M
1

Nick Mead

NW

15.35

2

Gene Beveridge

NW

18.16

Jane Simmonds

20.01

4

Julie & Victoria

NW

25.25

5

Renee Beveridge

NW

34.15

6

Catherine Bell

NW

36.15

Comments
After the relative comfort of the Summer Series it was probably a bit of a shock to be dragged back
to the forest to such a difficult area. Over the past 4 weeks the cutty grass grew from waist high to
the present height.
With the National Champs being held in three weeks time at Tekapo this weekend should have
been a wake up call. Time to focus on the real thing.
It was pleasing to see quite a number of new people came out to experience the beauties of our
forests..
DNF`s. Were courses 3 and 4 too long, too difficult? Your comments would be helpful.
Simon Jager who was doing course 4 for the first time had a good run.
Course 5 [yellow ] was a bit of a nightmare to set. Controls may be placed 20-30 m from a hand rail
[track. fence etc] but should be in sight. Also the option of cutting corners should be available.
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Unfortunately with the cutty grass growing so close to the tracks visibility was difficult to find. We
had to use a different option at one point. I hope you enjoyed the courses.
Bert Chapman
Setter

SLATER ROAD NIGHT
EVENT - SATURDAY 2
MARCH 2002

Course 1
1

Brent Edwards

CM

32:40

2

Shaun Collins

NW

33:00

3

Geoff Mead

NW

52:41

4

Paul Gilkison

NW

53:43

5

Jill Main

AOC

1:01:01

6

Rudy Hlawatsch

AOC

1:06:01

7

Stan Foster

NW

1:17:12

Fraser Mills

AOC

DNF

Greg Flynn

WACO

DNF

1

Tim Renton

AOC

33:13

2

Dave Stewart

AOC

34:29

3

Andrew Bell

NW

34:30

4

Paul Frith

PAPO

36:33

5

Lisa Frith

NW

37:14

6

Allan Janes

NW

38:23

7

Alistair Stewart

AOC

38:34

8

Trevor Murray

NW

39:43

9

Roel Michels

NW

40:58

10

Phillippa Poole

NW

41:11

11

Natalie Rouse

CM

41:21

12

Robin Ambler

NW

41:49

13

Simon Jager

AOC

42:11

14

Lisa Mead

NW

44:42

15

Dave Crofts

AOC

46:17

16

Norm Jager

AOC

48:11

17

Terje & Lise

NW

51:34

18

Chris Gelderman

NW

1:09:00

19

Christina Renhart & Sheryl McLeod

WACO

1:09:51

Course 2
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20

Nicola Kinzett

AOC

1:14:34

21

Malcolm Gawn

22

Y Gelderman

NW

1:29:29

23

Asta Wistrand

NW

1:33:49

1

Joanna Stewart

AOC

29:17

2

Sarah Gilkison & Nick Mead

NW

34:38

3

Belinda Sydenham

AOC

40:40

4

Catherine Price

AOC

44:44

5

R Bennett

AOC

52:21

1

Margaret Sydenham

AOC

54:36

2

Alison Sydenham

AOC

54:36

Gay Ambler

NW

DNF

1:16:33

Course 3

Course 4

KAIPARA KNOLLS - SUNDAY 3 MARCH 2002
Course 1
1

Darren Ashmore

AOC

57:02

2

Mark Lawson

NW

1:04:03

3

Rob Jessop

AOC

1:04:40

4

Brent Edwards

CM

1:04:49

5

Neil Kerrison

NW

1:19:58

6

Jeff Greenwood

AOC

1:24:59

7

Rudy Hlawatsch

AOC

1:32:07

1

Geoff Mead

NW

1:06:18

2

Tim Renton

AOC

1:14:44

3

Terje Moen

NW

1:15:11

4

Alistair Stewart

AOC

1:16:33

5

John Robinson

CM

1:17:02

6

Paul Gilkison

NW

1:19:40

7

Mark Roberts

AOC

1:26:00

8

Andrea McDiarmid

NW

1:27:26

9

Roel Michels

NW

1:28:34

10

Lisa Mead

NW

1:30:43

11

Stan Foster

NW

1:31:56

Mike Ashmore

AOC

DNF

Rolf Wagner

NW

DNF

Allan Janes

NW

DNF

Phillippa Poole

NW

DNF

Marquita Gelderman

NW

DNF

Craig Pearce

AOC

DNF

Course 2
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Course 3
1

Dave Stewart

AOC

32:52

2

Rob Garden

NW

36:44

3

Mike Beveridge

NW

43:41

4

Lisa Frith

NW

46:44

5

Dave Crofts

AOC

48:00

6

Paul Frith

PAPO

48:25

7

Tom Frentz

NW

49:18

8

Peter Murphy

CM

49:37

9

Natalie Rouse

CM

50:42

10

Trevor Murray

NW

52:40

11

Les Paver

NW

52:56

12

Lise Moen

NW

53:16

13

Phil Johansen

NW

53:45

14

Terry Nuthall

AOC

1:00:39

15

Norm Jager

AOC

1:02:33

16

Chris Gelderman

NW

1:03:51

17

Lisbeth Hornell

NW

1:06:10

18

Joanna Stewart

NW

1:08:36

19

Peter Godfrey

NW

1:10:43

20

Mary Moen

NW

1:17:03

21

Rhys Thompson

WHO

1:20:18

22

C Murphy

CM

1:20:38

23

Val Robinson

CM

1:26:11

24

Tom Clendon

AOC

1:28:26

25

Alison Comer

AOC

1:34:02

26

Bert Chapman

NW

1:39:03

27

Nicola Kinzett

AOC

1:39:29

28

L Baxter

NW

1:43:21

29

Darren, Elke & Lang

30

Y Gelderman

NW

2:15:54

1

Simon Jager

AOC

1:08:36

2

Scott Patterson

NW

1:34:22

3

Belinda Sydenham

AOC

1:37:41

4

Malcolm Gawn

1:45:26

5

Jane Simmonds

2:07:46

6

Gay Ambler

NW

2:09:51

7

Catherine Price

AOC

2:12:47

1

Nick Mead

NW

18:42

2

Sarah Gilkison

NW

21:21

2:00:00

Course 4

Course 5
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Emily Murphy

CM

51:17

1

Gene Beveridge

NW

18:52

2

Nick Frentz & Shanyn Challis

24:01

3

Anton Miller-Clendon

27:19

4

Jeremy Frentz

34:24

5

Renee Beveridge

6

Donae Miller-Clendon

7

Margaret Sydenham

Course 6

NW

35:04
42:47

AOC

50:30

Comments
First, some thanks: Rob Ambler for setting the courses and not getting upset at my suggestions;
Alastair & Jill Smithies for organizing everything on the day and doing so much themselves; all
those who helped before, during and after the event; course 1 & 2 runners who had to put up with
second-hand maps; and whoever organized the weather.
This was my first event as a controller, and if we are meant to learn from experience then I
certainly learnt a few things during this one. Not that there were any serious problems, but there
are often ways to improve things and minor errors to be eliminated. This event could be regarded
as the 3rd in a weekend series, or as the only event for those who came only on the Sunday.
As such, one could assume different criteria regarding course lengths. There wasn't an issue when
the controllers looked at all the courses for the weekend, but maybe some could have been a little
shorter.
As it was a promotional/practice event, a few decided to shorten their course when they found the
length more than they wanted - a sound decision and one where DNF is not really an appropriate
result.
Gary Farquhar

Thank you to North West Club members for a real team effort. It was great to have so many willing
helpers. A big thank you to the planners and controllers – Wounded Knee Allan & Bert, Night O Marquita & Rob & Kaipara Knolls – Gary & Robin. I’m sure everyone enjoyed their courses and
the opportunity to orienteer in the forest again. Our apologies, to those who were affected by us
running out of maps on Sunday, for Course 1 & 2. We hope it didn’t spoil your weekend.
Left at Sunday's event - a blue polar fleece with grey collar
Left at the night event -

a child's skivvy

Left at an event some time ago – a casio watch
Owners please contact Jill Smithies – ph 838 7388 or email smifam@ihug.co.nz

Classified
For Sale
Brand new black full length O pants. Aries size 160 - will fit a slim
teenage girl. Excellent quality. Offers over $25. Contact Lorri
O'Brien ph 09 4158 932
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Bulletin Board
North West Orienteering Club Score Series
See Calendar for event details.
Each event has a mass start at 11am. You have 1 hour to find as many
control points as you can. Allow plenty of time to register and prepare (we
suggest not much later than 10:30). Bring a pen.
Maps will be available 10 minutes before the start (10:50) so you can plan your optimal route.
27 controls will be out there, numbered from 1 to 27 to coincide with the numbers on the controls in
the forest and the numbers on the clipcard boxes.
Controls 1 to 9 are worth 2 points, 10 - 18 3 points, 19 - 27 4 points. There is a penalty of 2 points
for every minute you are late back. Bring a watch!
Controls 1 - 9 are of "yellow" standard (easy), 10 - 18 "orange" (medium difficulty), and 19 - 27
"red" (difficult).
All maps are pre-marked.
Categories: Open men/women, veteran men/women (>40yrs), super veterans (>60), best
newcomer (first year orienteer), Secondary Schools Junior Intermediate and Senior men/women.
Cost: $10 seniors, $7 juniors (<18 yrs). Includes forest access fees, gate fees, map and prizes.
The prize contribution is optional. (If you don't want to participate in the spot prize draw, the cost is
reduced by $2).
From each entry $2 will be kept for prizes. Spot prizes will be drawn at each event as well as
winners' prizes in each category. A major prize draw will also take place at the last event. Anyone
who has attended any of the 5 events will be eligible for the major prize, with one chance for each
event attended. There will be 5 special prizes along with the major prize (a mountain bike valued at
$899 from the Bike Barn, Barry’s Point Road Takapuna – on display at the event).
Upon registering the first time you will receive an ID number which will be used in all prize draws.
For those not interested in a mass start event it will be possible to design your own course using
the score event controls. This will be a self-service arrangement as at the summer series. People
will still be eligible for prizes as long as they are back in time for the prize giving (and have entered
the draw).
White (children's) courses will be set at each event.
Coaching will be available at all events especially after the prize giving for those who wish to go out
into the field again with a coach.
Barbecued sausages, cold drinks and chocolate bars will be on sale at each of the events.
Look forward to seeing you there,
Rob Garden

2 April Coaching Bonanza
The conference is shaping up really well. The venue is booked - West School, Timaru, right next to
Centennial Park.
Accommodation suggestions are the Top Ten Campground called Selwyn Park, or any of the
numerous motels in Timaru.
The programme so far looks like:
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9.00 Welcome and Overview of the day

Jan Davies

9.15 "What makes a champion?"

Wayne Aspin

10.15 Morning tea (provided)
10.30 Technique session

Ray Pratt

11.30 ?
12.30 Lunch (not provided)
1.00 ?
2.00 Sports Psychology session (looking like 'mental prep and Jane Sullivan
recovery from error')
4.00 Score/Park event

Centennial Park?

5.00 Round Up

Jan Davies

I've got a few ideas for the other 2 sessions (and we could always run double sessions if there
were enough volunteers to speak!!) but would love to have yours.
Please let me know soon.
Please also let me know soon whether or not you intend to come along. Registrations are looking
great already.
Look forward to hearing from you,
Jan Davies, Coaching Director NZ Orienteering Federation
1305 Tram Rd RD1 Rangiora
Ph 03 312 6475

Kokakos breeding
successfully in Hunuas
Deep in the Hunua Ranges
some rare birds with haunting
voices have managed to
produce 7 young. This may not
sound much, but for a
population that only a few
years ago was down to 23
males and 1 female it is clearly
good news.
But to get to this stage required
a lot of hard human work Auckland Regional Council and
DoC staff need to check traps
and bait rat and possum
stations, all 700 of them over
600 hectares of steep ground in thick bush.
So what has this all to do with orienteering? Well, Mags Ramsey of ARC has contacted us "seeing
as orienteers seem to be fit and good at not getting lost" with a view to luring some of us to help
some of the rarest birds in the world.
She is looking for people to give a day or so of their time (particularly if it is a weekday) to 'get even
fitter and spend a day in beautiful bush and help us to restock the bait stations'
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If you would like to get involved now or especially next Spring, please ring Mags on 292 4261 or
email mramsey@arc.govt.nz

2002 NORTH ISLAND SCHOOLS

ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Grades for

Secondary (Y9-13), Intermediate (Y7&8), Primary (Y6 & below)

HAWKE’S BAY - April 12 & 13, 2002
for information & entry forms visit www.nzorienteering.com/nischools
A Birthday Party not to be Missed!
Elsa Moen b 1912, (mother of Terje and Unni Lewis) is turning 90 and invites all friends
and orienteers to an open home on Sat 13 April 2 – 6pm at 58 Pah Road, Howick. No
presents please.
What a special occasion. Elsa started orienteering in 1935, and competed in the first
women only race in Norway – they had to run in pairs, and each control was marked by
a young man… (is that better than SportIdent or what?!) There is some story about
twins who were stationed at the controls, but you’ll have to ask Elsa about that yourself.
Contact Unni on 534 5625 for more details if you need them, otherwise, just be there for
the celebration!

Eastbourne Rogaine
8 Hours
Native Bush
Close to Lower Hutt
13 April 2002
Further info from the organiser Mike Sheridan
mike.sheridan@nbnz.co.nz or the rogaine website
www.mapsport.co.nz/rog/rogaine.html
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Last Bits
The Number-Letter Puzzle Solution
1. 39 = Inches in a Metre

2. 1,001 = Arabian Nights

3. 12 = Signs of the Zodiac

4. 9 = Planets in the Solar
System

5. 88 = Piano Keys

6. 18 = Holes on a Golf Course

7. 90 = Degrees in a Right Angle

8. 3 = Blind Mice (See How They
Run)

9. 24 = Hours in a Day

10. 60 = Seconds in a Minute

11. 64 = Squares on a Chess
Board

12. 212 = Degrees Fahrenheit at
which Water Boils

13. 1,000 = Words that a Picture
is Worth

14. 11 = Players on a Soccer
Team

15. 1 = Wheels on a Unicycle

If the answer is 9 W, what is the question?
Journalist to the German Opera composer Richard Wagner: “Is that Wagner with a V?”
Wagner: “Nein. W”
[Surely no one got that!]

Next Issue: April

2002

Please send your editorial contributions to Paul Gilkison, 12 Albert Rd, Devonport, or email
psquared@iconz.co.nz. tel 09 445 4306, to arrive before

5 April.

Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your
club membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166 or email the.bells@xtra.co.nz.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully acknowledges
the support of the Hillary Commission.

The Auckland Orienteering Association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use of its
forests.

A reminder of what to expect at Beez Kneez… encourage those new orienteers to come to the first
of the score series, 17 March.

Sender:
Auckland Orienteering Association
847 Old North Road, RD2 Waimauku
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